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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report is the final product of a study of automation industries in West Central Minnesota 

undertaken by the Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development and the Hubert 

H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at the University of Minnesota. The purpose is to diagnosis 

whether an industry cluster exists, what goals it should aspire to, and how to nurture its development or 

improvement. 

 

Using quantitative measurements of the region’s economy, qualitative interviews with business and civic 

leaders, analytical techniques, and past studies, this report finds that there currently is no single 

automation cluster in West Central Minnesota. Rather, there are several smaller groupings of key 

industries that could ultimately comprise such a cluster. Though individually each is remarkably strong, 

there are few links to tie the sectors together. This fragmentation has prevented a regional, holistic 

perspective on the importance of automation industries and their potential to lead regional growth. 

Many past attempts have focused on broader manufacturing or even industrial machinery without 

identifying the unique potential for a comprehensive automation cluster. 

 

This report proposes that the region should seek to become a center of automation technologies rather 

than a home for disparate companies who happen to manufacture similar equipment. By encouraging 

clustering of automation industries, they can draw off of shared strengths and develop a reputation for 

the quality of automation technology that customers in many industries and markets can trust. 

Collaboration and knowledge-sharing between once atomized industries can spur innovation above and 

beyond merely competing against other locals. 

 

To achieve this vision, this report also contains a number of action items. Existing organizations, the 

West Central Initiative and Tri-State Manufacturers’ Association, should work together to assemble the 

disparate automation industries and begin proving the need to recognize and support the nascent 

cluster. This should be done by sharing information, assessing needs, and jointly lobbying and applying 

for grants. Ultimately a unique, independent organization for automation should develop organically, as 

businesses see increasing worth in collaboration. This new organization would act to market the region, 

support innovation, and engage in efforts to improve workforce development and education programs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study was undertaken under the joint direction of the Hubert Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs 

and the Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED).  It is intended to 

apply Harvard Business School professor Michael Porter’s theories of cluster-based economic activity 

and growth to the automation industries in West Central Minnesota. According to Porter, a cluster 

consists of a group of interrelated firms and industries within a geographically proximate area. The 

presence of many competing companies, sharing a pool of workers and suppliers, provides for and 

incentivizes innovation. Pushed by savvy customers, the core firms pass that pressure on to local 

suppliers and quickly diffuse new technologies and techniques. Innovative companies—and regions—

can grow sustainably even in a globalized marketplace by adding unique value and better meeting 

individual customers’ needs. For a fuller description of economic development and cluster theory, refer 

to Appendix III. 

 

In the case of West Central Minnesota, the various production technology industries do not currently 

amount to a single cluster. Rather, there are several atomized industry groupings, which have little 

interaction with each other. However, the potential remains to develop into a single, cohesive 

automation cluster. 

 

An automation cluster would bring together industries that produce machinery and controls for 

manufacturing automation, including packaging, conveying, hoisting, manipulating, and industrial 

control equipment. Firms in these industries share competencies in motion control and robotic 

functions. Taken together, these automation industries are known as second tier manufacturers, 

supplying machinery used by first tier manufacturers. Supplying the second tier is a larger series of third 

tier manufacturers, machine shops that supply parts and components, and providers of metal cutting 

and coating services, among others. 

 

By recognizing the region’s unique potential to grow an automation cluster, civic and business leaders 

can take action to nurture and promote its development. Harnessed together, the already large and 

competitive industries can fuel sustainable, innovation-based growth throughout the region. This will 

increase productivity, raise incomes, boost sagging populations, and provide high quality jobs for future 

generations. 

  

This study provides clear demonstration of the region’s current strength in the disparate automation 

industries and shows a path forward to become a true innovation-based cluster. It draws extensively on 
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a series of past reports compiled in recent years and many interviews with regional business leaders. For 

a complete list of interviews and past reports, refer to Appendices I and II. 

REGIONAL OVERVIEW 

West Central Minnesota is the nine county area encompassed by DEED Region 4, including: Becker, Clay, 

Douglas, Grant, Otter Tail, Pope, Stevens, Traverse, and Wilkin Counties. In 2008, the region’s estimated 

population was 217,453, up 4% from 2000, slower than the state’s 6% growth rate. However, all of this 

growth was in the first three counties, while each of the others declined to varying degrees. Important 

cities in the region include Alexandria (Douglas County), Fergus Falls (Otter Tail County), Moorhead (Clay 

County) and Detroit Lakes (Becker County). See Appendix IV for detailed population information. 

 

Two biomes compose the study area. The Red River Valley, bordering the Dakotas, is flat, fertile 

agricultural land well-suited for large-scale industrialized agriculture. Traditionally, as farming families 

adopted the modern farming methods required to maintain high yields, mechanical know-how became 

widely diffused as farmers and their children depended primarily on themselves for equipment 

maintenance. With farm consolidation beginning in the mid-20th century, the region’s skilled labor pool 

available for employment off-farm expanded. However, with the passing of generations, farm 

consolidation, and success in the manufacturing sector, fewer and fewer residents entering the 

workforce have these home-taught skills. 

 

The eastern section of the region is less agricultural and marked by numerous lakes for recreational use. 

The tourism enabled by the lakes is a primary source of income for the area. The priority of water quality 

preservation leads to less farming and cleaner manufacturing, especially as required by new ordinances. 

This area is home to the packaging sub-cluster.  

 

Local demand created a regional market for automation technology in farm equipment in addition to 

machinery to process and package food. To meet this demand, processing, conveyor, and packaging 

machinery manufacturing companies have developed organically. Additionally, former strengths in 

mining and forestry also contributed to the development of the industries, particularly the area’s 

conveyance manufacturers, which emerged from mining, farming, and gravel operations. 
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Figure 1: Regional Location, Interstates, Counties, and Cities 

 

Source: Compiled from maps from the Minnesota Department of Transportation  
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The region is located in the middle of 

the continent, far from many major 

markets and ports. However, 

Interstate 94 allows the rural lifestyle 

prized by residents combined with 

relatively quick access to the Twin 

Cities. In interviews, business leaders 

regularly stated that a primary reason 

for locating or staying in the area was 

the quality of life, afforded in large 

part by the rural environment and 

distance from the Twin Cities. The 

importance of this connection to a 

major metropolitan area cannot be 

over-emphasized. Throughout the 

region, many depend on the Twin 

Cities for machinery dealers and 

maintenance, supply of raw materials, 

air transportation, and other services. 

 

REGIONAL AND SURROUNDING ECONOMY 

In 2007, West Central Minnesota had a fairly diversified regional economy with relative strengths in 

several sectors. Unlike many areas, the region became more heavily dependent on manufacturing from 

2000 to 2007, with it having a greater share of regional employment than the national average (location 

quotient). Other sectors, however, are below average, particularly certain services. Total employment in 

2007 was 75,141. See Table 1 for industrial mix changes between 2000 and 2007. 

 

Additional economic zones with significant complementary industries border the region. To the 

northwest is Fargo, North Dakota in Cass County. This county alone has more employees than the entire 

West Central region and has strengths in business services, including information, finance and insurance, 

and company management. Wahpeton in Richland County, North Dakota, is an important manufacturing 

area despite its small size. Stearns County, MN, which accounts for most of St. Cloud, is similarly an 

important center of manufacturing and food processing. 

 

These three noncontiguous surrounding counties have a complementary manufacturing base which 

shares education facilities and a workforce with much of the region. In addition, some services can be 

obtained in Fargo and St. Cloud that are not available locally. Grouped together, the region and the 

surrounding areas have over a quarter million workers and a highly diversified economy with a major 

Distance to Markets and Ports (miles) 

 Moorhead Fergus Falls Alexandria 

Moorhead                   57             105  

Fergus Falls             57                 51  

Alexandria           105                 51    

Fargo, ND              2                 58             107  

Minneapolis, 

MN           233               179             132  

Kansas City, 

MO           603               595             567  

Chicago, IL           641               587             541  

St. Louis, MO           791               801             690  

New York, NY        1,428            1,374           1,328  

Norfolk, VA        1,530            1,476           1,430  

Seattle, WA        1,426            1,483           1,532  
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manufacturing base. Many classes of services, however, do have lower than national average 

concentrations. See Table 2 for complete employment totals. 

 

Table 1: Regional Industry Mix, Location Quotients; 2000 – 2007 

 

Industry 2000 2007 Change 

Utilities 1.66 1.89 0.22 

Health care and social assistance 1.28 1.39 0.11 

Retail trade 1.30 1.30 (0.00) 

Manufacturing 0.97 1.23 0.26 

Other services (except public administration) 1.49 1.17 (0.32) 

Educational services 1.42 1.04 (0.38) 

Wholesale trade 0.85 1.02 0.17 

Accommodation & food services 1.01 0.98 (0.03) 

Information 0.62 0.97 0.34 

Construction 0.88 0.88 0.00 

Arts, entertainment & recreation 0.67 0.85 0.19 

Unclassified establishments 1.32 0.76 (0.56) 

Admin, support, misc. services 1.25 0.74 (0.51) 

Forestry, fishing, hunting, & ag support 1.42 0.68 (0.74) 

Transportation & warehousing 0.66 0.68 0.02 

Finance & insurance 0.51 0.62 0.11 

Real estate & rental & leasing 0.52 0.51 (0.01) 

Professional, scientific & technical services 0.42 0.47 0.05 

Mining 0.30 0.30 (0.00) 

Management of companies & enterprises 0.33 0.11 (0.22) 

 
Source: US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2000 & 2007. 

 

 

According to interviews with regional cluster businesses, St. Cloud and the Twin Cities metropolitan area 

exert more economic influence over Douglas County and the southeastern portion of region. Moorhead 

is clearly more connected with Fargo. Fergus Falls and the central part of the region are pulled in both 

directions and have a close connection to Wahpeton. 
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Table 2: Region and Surrounding Industry Mix, 2007 

Industry 
Regional 

Employment 
Surrounding 
Employment 

Grouped 
Employment 

Grouped 
LQ 

Management of Companies & Enterprises 214 7,884 8,098 1.23 

Wholesale Trade 3,799 11,458 15,257 1.22 

Health Care & Social Assistance 14,539 27,089 41,628 1.18 

Manufacturing 10,216 22,505 32,721 1.17 

Retail Trade 12,724 24,749 37,473 1.13 

Other Services (except Public Administration) 4,035 7,889 11,924 1.03 

Accommodation & Food Services 7,070 17,050 24,120 0.99 

Construction 3,991 11,087 15,078 0.99 

Finance & Insurance 2,531 10,223 12,754 0.93 

Transportation & Warehousing 1,864 6,197 8,061 0.87 

Arts, Entertainment, & Recreation 1,065 2,516 3,581 0.85 

Educational Services 1,962 3,422 5,384 0.84 

Information 2,048 3,973 6,021 0.84 

Utilities 732 358 1,090 0.83 

Unclassified 6 16 22 0.83 

Forestry, Fishing, Hunting, & Ag. Support 73 186 259 0.72 

Admin, Support, Remediation Services 4,607 10,043 14,650 0.70 

Professional, Scientific, & Technical Services 2,390 9,009 11,399 0.66 

Real Estate & Rental & Leasing 708 2,360 3,068 0.66 

Mining 130 137 267 0.18 

Total 75,141 178,304 253,445  

 
Source: US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2007. 
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CLUSTER OVERVIEW 

The core industries of the potential automation cluster are those that produce machinery and controls 

for manufacturing automation, including packaging, conveying, hoisting, and machining equipment.  

These are the second tier manufacturers, whose customers are manufacturers that sell to other end 

users. As shown in Table 3, the region has exceptional strength in these industries. All told, 2007 

estimates indicate that roughly 3% of the region’s workforce—and 21% of manufacturing—is directly 

employed in automation industries. Most firms are relatively small, with the largest having roughly 500 

employees.  

Table 3: Regional Production Technology Industry, 2007 Estimate 

  LQ Firms Employees Average 

333993 Packaging Machinery  78.36 6 1,055 176 

333922 Conveyor & Conveying Equipment  32.21 3 625 208 

333923 Overhead Traveling Crane, Hoist, & Monorail 25.31 4 247 62 

333994 Industrial Process Furnace & Oven  5.10 1 35 35 

335314 Relay & Industrial Control  3.78 3 92 31 

333515 Cutting Tool & Machine Tool Accessory  1.60 1 35 35 

333294 Food Product Machinery  1.44 1 15 15 

333220 Plastics and Rubber Industry Machinery  0.74 1 7 7 

333999 All Other Misc. General Purpose Machinery  0.58 2 18 9 

333911 Pump and Pumping Equipment  0.31 2 6 3 

339991 Gasket, Packing, and Sealing Device  0.28 2 6 3 

333992 Welding and Soldering Equipment  0.27 1 3 3 

 Total  27 2,144 79 
 

Source: US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2007 

 

However, the firms and employment density are not distributed evenly across the region (See: Table 4 

and Figure 2). Douglas County is the epicenter of the automation industries, accounting for nearly half 

(1,034) of the jobs, approximately 961 of which were in the packaging machinery industry. Otter Tail 

County has the balance of the packaging equipment jobs as well as significant overhead crane and relay 

and industrial control employment. Pope and Stevens Counties are particularly strong in conveyor 

equipment manufacturing. The other counties are minimally involved, with no firms located in Traverse 

or Wilkin Counties. The divergence of focal points of the each industry is indicative of the currently 

fragmented and atomized nature of the industries. 

 

These relatively small firms tend to be locally-owned and operated with several being employee-owned. 

Although each firm has its own specialization, due to the relatively small size of each many employees 

become proficient in a wide range of skills, from welding to electric motors to programming industrial or 

motion control devices. 
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Table 4: Distribution of Employment in Automation Industries by County, 2007 Estimate 

 Becker Clay Douglas Grant O.T. Pope Stevens 

Packaging Machinery - - 961 - 19 75 - 

Conveyor & Conveying Equipment - 75 - - - 175 375 

Overhead Traveling Crane, Hoist, & Monorail 37 - - - 175 35 - 

Industrial Process Furnace & Oven - - 35 - - - - 

Relay & Industrial Control - - - - 92 - - 

Cutting Tool & Machine Tool Accessory - - 35 - - - - 

Food Product Machinery - - - - 15 - - 

Plastics and Rubber Industry Machinery  - - - - 7 - - 

All Other Misc. General Purpose Machinery - 3 - - - 15 - 

Pump and Pumping Equipment 3 - 3 - - - - 

Gasket, Packing, and Sealing Device  3 - - 3 - - - 

Welding and Soldering Equipment  3 - - - - - - 

Total 46 78 1,034 3 308 300 375 
 

Source: US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2007 

 

Since 2000, the automation industries in West Central Minnesota have grown significantly, netting an 

additional 417 jobs during, as shown in Table 5. The largest sector by employment, packaging 

machinery, remained roughly unchanged. Conveyance and overhead hoist industries were the stand-out 

performers, emerging as major employers. In addition, several altogether new industries formed during 

the period. Although they remain small in absolute terms, they clearly demonstrate the extensive 

regional knowledge base and propensity for entrepreneurship. 

 

Table 5: Automation Industry Changes, 2000 – 2007 Estimates 

 2007 Change since 2000 

 LQ LQ Emp. Firms 

Packaging Machinery  78.36 20.51 -1 0 

Conveyor & Conveying Equipment  32.21 20.60 325 -1 

Overhead Traveling Crane, Hoist, & Monorail 25.31 18.71 160 0 

Industrial Process Furnace & Oven  5.1 3.58 20 0 

Relay & Industrial Control  3.78 -2.53 -160 0 

Cutting Tool & Machine Tool Accessory  1.6 1.26 25 -1 

Food Product Machinery  1.44 1.44 15 1 

Plastics & Rubber Industry Machinery  0.74 0.23 0 0 

All Other Misc. General Purpose Machinery  0.58 0.58 18 2 

Pump & Pumping Equipment  0.31 0.31 6 2 

Gasket, Packing, & Sealing Device  0.28 0.28 6 2 

Welding & Soldering Equipment  0.27 0.27 3 1 

Total   417 6 
 

Source: US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2007 
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Figure 2: Distribution of Automation Employment by County, 2007 

 

Source: Minnesota Department of Transportation; US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2007 
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Within each industry, firms are often interrelated and share common histories. Veteran employees of 

one company often leave to start their own operation. This is particularly apparent in the packaging 

machinery manufacturing industry, where most firms are directly or two degrees removed from Douglas 

Machine in Alexandria. Once part of a company, employees tend to stay put, and thirty-year veterans 

are not uncommon. In recent years, this has especially been true of management and highly skilled 

employees such as designers and engineers; earlier decades did see significant turn-over among the 

highly skilled, resulting in some tension. Machine operators may move between companies for change 

of pace. In the packaging machinery industry, companies also frequently “farm out” their employees to 

competitors during slow times and vice-versa during peak demand. Information-sharing involved in such 

relationships has no doubt spawned many other companies, ranging from assembly shops to machine 

refurbishers. 

 

Figure 3: History of West Central Minnesota Packaging Industry 

 

 
 
Source: Interviews; company websites 

 

West Central Minnesota’s automation firms benefit from the existence of other similar local firms and 

industries. In addition to doing business with each other, including sharing personnel, they interact with 

firms outside of the region that provide goods or services not available locally or at a better price. 
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Figure 4: Regional Automation Industry Diagram 

 

 

These relationships among firms extend both upstream and downstream. Downstream relationships 

provide inputs for the production technology cluster. These include suppliers of raw materials and 

components, depending on each company's level of vertical integration. Components can be custom 

made by job shops or mass produced by assembly or fabrication plants. These third-tier manufacturers 

share a workforce with the core of the cluster and many firms were founded by veterans of cluster 

companies. 
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In addition to these product streams, cluster companies use local services including financing, legal, 

accounting, and design. These service companies work with the cluster core as well as related firms 

upstream and downstream.  

 

A third downstream factor flow is workforce. Several educational institutes, including Alexandria 

Technical College and North Dakota State College of Science in Wahpeton, ND provide specialized 

machining and mechatronics training required for operating highly technical production equipment. 

Furthermore, more basic skills, particularly important for supplying companies, such as welding, are 

offered at Central Lakes College in Staples and Minnesota State in Wadena. Much of the design and 

engineering talent at local firms comes out of North Dakota State University in Fargo or St. Cloud State 

University. 

 

Using inputs from these three downstream flows, the production cluster sells to other firms. Originally, 

many of these were in the food processing industry, due to the region's long-standing strength in 

agriculture. These customers remain among the most important locally. However, the vast majority of 

products for all of the automation industries are sold outside the region. Many customers are large, 

global companies that have great discretion and flexibility in sourcing their machinery needs.  Selling to 

such customers requires extensive transportation, distribution, and marketing services. 

  

Sharing many of these downstream and upstream connections are unrelated first-tier peer industries 

inside and near to the region, including manufacturing recreational and heavy-duty vehicles, and 

agricultural equipment.  

 

The region's culture and heritage influence actors at all levels of the cluster. A predilection toward 

entrepreneurship, as reflected by the high number of employee owned spin off firms, inspires 

employees to turn experience and understanding of the industry's needs into business opportunities. A 

strong work ethic and mechanical knowledge comes out of the region's heritage of family farms.  
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SURROUNDING AREAS 

The three surrounding counties identified above (Stearns, Richland, and Cass), despite strength in other 

types of manufacturing and complementary services, are not strong in the automation industry. While 

West Central has 27 automation firms with 2,144 employees, the surrounding areas combined—with 

well over twice the employment base—have just 8 automation firms with 141 employees. This 

exemplifies the unique clustering potential of the West Central Minnesota region 

Table 6: Surrounding Counties’ Automation Industries, 2007 

 LQ Employees Firms 

Plastics and Rubber Industry Machinery  0.64 15 1 

Food Product Machinery  0.10 3 1 

Cutting Tool & Machine Tool Accessory  - - - 

Pump and Pumping Equipment  - - - 

Conveyor & Conveying Equipment  0.05 3 1 

Overhead Traveling Crane, Hoist, & Monorail 3.22 75 1 

Gasket, Packing, and Sealing Device  0.05 3 1 

Welding and Soldering Equipment  - - - 

Packaging Machinery  1.08 35 1 

Industrial Process Furnace & Oven  - - - 

All Other Misc. General Purpose Machinery  0.03 3 1 

Relay & Industrial Control  0.12 7 1 

Total  141 8 
 

Source: US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2007 

 

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION 

Currently the production technology firms in the region internationally export a small, but growing, 

share of their production. Much of the global market for automation technologies is sourced from local 

firms. Competitors in clusters in Italy and Germany are the exception, devoting 80% of production to 

export markets. Together they account for 58% of the world export market. The United States is the 

biggest export market for Germany, and the second largest for Italy, suggesting continued growth will 

force competition between the West Central region, Italian, and German firms.   
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PORTER DIAMOND 

The Porter Diamond is a cluster analysis method using four key, interrelated dynamics. The diamond 

analyzes sources of a region’s competitive advantage. Porter’s theory asserts that clusters can be viewed 

through the lens of the diamond to analyze how the different elements interact with each other to form 

a successful cluster.  

 

The four elements that interact to build successful regional clusters are: 

  

� Factor Conditions: locally available inputs with specialized quality or quantity  

 

� Demand Conditions: local customers, particularly “sophisticated and demanding.” Typically, the 

demand is for a high quality, specialized products. 

 

� Related and Supporting Industries: local suppliers and competitive, related industries. 

 

� Context for Firm Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry: the nature of competition between local rivals 

and the local business climate. 

 

 

Figure 5: West Central Minnesota Porter Diamond 
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FACTOR CONDITIONS 

 

TRANSPORTATION AND GEOGRAPHY 

Interstate 94 serves as the major means of transportation for the region, running southeast to 

northwest and connecting the Twin Cities to Fargo-Moorhead. Regional firms, though not close to many 

major markets, have easy access with the Interstate bordering all of the major cities. While the Soo Line 

train runs from the Twin Cities through Glenwood and connects to Alexandria, most shipments are 

picked up by truck and driven to the Twin Cities to be connected to rail. In fact, Soo recently 

disconnected their spur in Alexandria due to disuse. Although scheduled air cargo service is available in 

Fergus Falls, Alexandria, and Detroit Lakes, many businesses contract out their air freight service, which 

is ultimately driven to larger airports—mainly Minneapolis-St. Paul International, though Fargo offers 

closer service for some. Even so, Alexandria and Fergus Falls have been designated as two of 24 ‘Key 

Airports’ in the 2006 Minnesota Aviation System Plan. Within the West Central Minnesota region, 

several large businesses are dependent upon daily, overnight air service from these small airports to 

send or receive essential components or parts. This opportunity provides significant competitive 

advantage to certain companies who have come to differentiate themselves based on the quality and 

speed of service. 

 

In addition, the natural environment is an important asset for regional industry. Abundant lakes and 

natural land enhance quality of life through recreational sports, and this is a major factor in retaining 

workers and, to a lesser extent, drawing skilled labor from the Twin Cities and elsewhere. Additionally, 

the presence of lakes and their importance in the regional economy puts an emphasis on clean 

manufacturing methods to prevent water and air pollution. For example, the City of Alexandria has 

begun to impose stricter environmental control ordinances despite a somewhat wary business 

community. 

 

 

HUMAN CAPITAL  

The region’s overall population grew by 4% between 2000 and 2008, slower than Minnesota’s overall 

6% growth rate. Three counties, Becker, Clay, and Douglas accounted for all of the growth; the other six 

counties lost population. Net migration accounts for most of the region’s population growth—5,566 of 

the 7,394—although several counties lost population through both migration and lower birth than death 

rates (see Appendix IV). This reflects an aging population and an outflow of young adults while attracting 

returning older families with the more rural quality of life.  

 

Current projections for 2015 indicate that although the overall population will continue to grow slowly, 

change will not be distributed evenly across generations. Baby Boomers are quickly moving toward 

retirement, indicating a looming crisis with the rapid loss of the region’s most experienced workers. 
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Indeed, as shown in Figure 6, there will likely be many fewer residents in their 40s, prime working years. 

Families in their 30s with children will grow, but—continuing a long-term trend—the region will 

continue to lose young adults. 

 

Figure 6: Regional Population Changes, 2005-2015, by Age Cohort and Gender 

 
Source: Minnesota State Demographic Center. April, 2007 

 

 

The education level of the population over 25 is generally lower than both the state of Minnesota and 

the nation. A larger share of the population has a high school degree, though significantly less have 

bachelors or graduate degrees. However, the region does boast a higher share with associate’s degrees 

or some college education (see Appendix IV).  This mix of education levels is reflective of the industries 

that dominate the region. Utilities, manufacturing, wholesale, and retail trade are major employers and 

tend to require technical training rather than liberal arts backgrounds. Services other than education 

and health care, which are likely to require higher education, are a very small portion of the economy.  

 

The area’s history of family farms provided an initial base of mechanical knowledge. The development of 

industry has subsequently led to widespread self- or employer- taught skills and abilities.  

 

Interviews with business leaders indicate that many share a view of corporate and social responsibility 

that encourages hiring employees for the long term and views employees as valuable assets. Despite the 

deep recession, many businesses cut hours or bonuses to keep employees working rather than laying 

them off, although this was not possible in all cases.  
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EDUCATION & TRAINING  

The area boasts a relatively high quality of education and training in the fields of automation and 

manufacturing in general. Education takes place through two- and four-year colleges and technical 

schools as well as public and private training centers. While degrees can prove that a student is 

motivated and interested in the field, business interviews indicate that such formal training only 

provides a small share, perhaps 15%, of what is needed for the job. The rest is learned on-the-job 

through experience and training on particular machines. Additionally, technology changes so quickly 

that businesses must continually advance their equipment and retrain employees. For this reason, 

continuing education is critical. There is also an interest in educating the community and young people 

about the high-tech manufacturing industry to improve public opinion and encourage students to 

pursue manufacturing-related studies and return to the region even if they decide to study further from 

home. 

 

Workforce training is essential to maintaining a competitive business. With the spread of lean 

manufacturing and increasing demands for quality, many companies have turned to outside training 

organizations for assistance. For example, Enterprise Minnesota, a nonprofit provider, has been used 

extensively to teach supervisors training techniques, known as Training within Industry. Alexandria 

Technical College and Minnesota State University both offer customized training programs, though 

interviews with business owners indicated only ATC has been used extensively in the automation 

industry. See Appendix V for a full list of regional educational institutions, particular programs, and 

training providers. 
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DEMAND CONDITIONS 

The vast majority of regional automation production is sold outside the region, though little is currently 

exported abroad.  Though there are some important customers, major buyers are distributed 

throughout the country. With so many local competitors and a savvy customer base, some business 

owners lament that selling within the region and state is not highly profitable; it is primarily outside the 

area that their products get distinction. 

 

REGIONAL FOOD PROCESSING 

The primary local demand for automation machines is derived from the food processing industry. It is 

strong both within the region—particularly Perham, Detroit Lakes and along the Red River—and in the 

adjoining areas. The packaging industry, which now forms the core of the region’s automation sector, 

initially sprang from the need for the packaging equipment demanded by this local food processing 

industry.  

 

Table 7: Regional and Surrounding Food Processing Industry, 2007 

 

 LQ Firms Employees Average 

Region 3.14 44 2,819 64 

Cass, ND 1.01 25 1,119 45 

Richland, ND 8.14 6 608 101 

Stearns, MN 2.22 30 2,087 70 

Total 2.19 105 6,633 63 
 

Source: US Census Bureau, County Business Patterns, 2007. 

 

 

Additional machinery was needed to move, store, load, and transport the agricultural and processed 

products. This demand, alongside the region’s history of mining, helped spur the development of the 

conveying industries. Factories also needed hoisting and manipulating equipment as the scale of 

production increased.  

 

CUSTOMIZATION 

Major customers in all industries have come to expect a product designed specifically for their needs. 

Smaller producers still want machines with great flexibility and fast change-over time to run many lines 

on the same machine. Particularly in the packaging machinery industry, customers have a distinct notion 

of ‘Minnesota Machines’ in comparison to major areas of competition, particularly in Italy and Germany. 

Minnesota-based packaging machine manufacturers have set themselves apart with customization, 

service, and durability. Although the customer distinction of regional firms is not as mature in the other 

industries, they have adopted similar strategies to provide unique and niche products with a similar and 

growing reputation for quality and durability. 
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INCREASING AUTOMATION 

As the cost of labor creeps up in economies around the world, there will be increasing demand for 

automation technologies. This is particularly true in East Asia, where new factories are being 

constructed and assembly lines improved at a rapid pace. The German and Italian export behemoths 

have not yet established significant market share in fast-growing Asian markets.  An opportunity exists 

for the West Central firms to move into this region. Several production technology firms in the region 

have experience working with Asian markets, and should be used as a resource as a unified West Central 

breaks into the market. 

 

Customers will want machines that can do more with less labor or that can be operated by less skilled 

labor. In addition to traditional consumer goods manufacturing, automation will continue to move into 

other areas such as life sciences—genetic testing, biopharmaceuticals, and medical device 

manufacturing—and clerical activities—sorting, counting, and tabulating. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY 

Customers increasingly want machines that can use less electrical and material inputs, last longer, and 

have few associated end of use costs (recycling, hazardous material disposal, etc.). There is also a 

growing interest in the resources required to produce the machines themselves, driven by sustainable 

manufacturing practices. Businesses associated with a larger parent company frequently reported 

mandated sustainable practices, ranging from replacing lights with more efficient ones to replacing 

Styrofoam coffee cups with reusable ones. Especially in an industry driven by the needs of the client, 

more resource-friendly choices need to be available to meet increasing demand. As individual 

companies focus on tending to the specific needs of their customers, it is difficult yet essential to take 

the time to imagine more sustainable future products. Although there are some national industry 

groups and publications that offer limited market research, they do not provide the focused, in-depth 

analysis required for the unique set of industries in the region’s nascent automation cluster.  
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RELATED & SUPPORTING INDUSTRIES 

 

THIRD TIER MANUFACTURING 

The region boasts a large selection of third tier manufacturing, representing many potential suppliers for 

firms in the automation industry. These industries represent a partially-untapped resource for cluster 

development by permitting local sourcing for a wide variety of manufacturing sectors. Many of the 

area’s third tier firms, including metal fabricator, machine shops and metal coating are capable of filling 

and meeting the demands and quality for products that the production technology clusters need to 

complete their finished product. There are a total of 70 such firms that employ roughly the same 

number of people as the automation industries, with smaller average sizes (See Table 8). Combined, the 

two groups employ 4,283 people, or almost 6% of the region’s workforce. 

  

Table 8: Regional Third Tier Manufacturers, 2007 

  LQ Firms Employees Average 

331316 Aluminum Extruded Product  22.75 1 375 375 

332116 Metal Stamping 10.60 3 416 139 

332812 Metal Coating, Engraving, & Misc Services. 4.53 6 165 28 

332114 Custom Roll Forming 4.48 2 50 25 

332322 Sheet Metal Work  2.88 5 203 41 

332710 Machine Shops 2.55 43 441 10 

332618 Other Fabricated Wire Product  1.75 2 38 19 

333511 Industrial Mold  0.95 2 22 11 

332721 Precision Turned Product  0.82 2 38 19 

332722 Bolt, Nut, Screw, Rivet, and Washer  0.37 2 10 5 

331210 Iron & Steel Pipe & Tube  0.22 1 3 3 

332912 Fluid Power Valve and Hose Fitting  0.13 1 3 3 

 Total  70 2,139 31 
 

Source: US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2007 

 

Like the cluster itself, the West Central region has a much broader and larger base of third tier 

manufacturers than the surrounding areas, which only employ roughly 20% of the number of workers as 

in the much smaller region, as shown in Table 9.  
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Table 9: Surrounding Areas Third Tier Manufacturers, 2007 

 LQ Firms Employees Average 

Iron & Steel Pipe & Tube  - - - - 

Aluminum Extruded Product  - - - - 

Custom Roll Forming - - - - 

Metal Stamping 0.40 2 37 17 

Sheet Metal Work  0.22 2 37 17 

Other Fabricated Wire Product  1.49 2 77 39 

Machine Shops 0.44 19 179 9 

Precision Turned Product  0.47 3 52 17 

Bolt, Nut, Screw, Rivet, and Washer  - - - - 

Metal Coating, Engraving, and Misc. Services 0.34 2 29 15 

Fluid Power Valve and Hose Fitting  - - - - 

Industrial Mold  0.13 1 7 7 

Total  31 418 13 
 

Source: US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2007 

Unlike the core automation industries, third tier industries experienced a sizable drop in employment 

between 2000 and 2007, shedding an estimated 421 jobs, roughly equal to the gain seen in automation 

(See Table 10). Interestingly, the number of such third tier firms grew by 20, led by machine shops, 

which also had the most job losses. This suggests that these shops are increasingly specialized to offer 

niche products and services to other equipment manufacturers. 

Table 10: Third Tier Industry Changes, 2000 – 2007 

 2007 Change since 2000 

 LQ LQ Emp. Firms 

Aluminum Extruded Product 22.75 5.23 0 0 

Metal Stamping 10.6 4.52 34 1 

Metal Coating, Engraving, & Misc. Services  4.53 0.48 12 3 

Custom Roll Forming 4.48 1.25 15 1 

Sheet Metal Work  2.88 0 -56 1 

Machine Shops 2.55 -1.56 -337 11 

Other Fabricated Wire Product  1.75 1.75 38 2 

Industrial Mold  0.95 -0.47 -22 -1 

Precision Turned Product  0.82 -2.39 -121 -2 

Bolt, Nut, Screw, Rivet, & Washer  0.37 0.37 10 2 

Iron & Steel Pipe & Tube. 0.22 0.22 3 1 

Fluid Power Valve & Hose Fitting  0.13 0.13 3 1 

Total    -421 20 
 

Source: US Census Bureau. County Business Patterns, 2007 
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PEER / FIRST TIER MANUFACTURING 

Although the cluster itself is comprised of second tier manufacturing firms, the regional firms are more 

closely related to nearby first tier industries—such as recreational and heavy-duty vehicles and 

agricultural equipment—than other second tier firms in different industries. In the West Central region, 

first and second tier firms often share workforce, services, and suppliers. Third tier firms for the 

automation cluster are second tier firms for the peer industries. 

 

DISTANCE TO SERVICES AND MATERIALS 

Despite the relatively large pool of manufacturers, some related services are not available within the 

region. This is particularly true of machinery repair. Machines required in the production process, from 

computer-controlled presses to specialized lathes, are used by both the second and third tier 

manufacturers. Repair services must be imported from the Twin Cities, perhaps requiring several days 

wait. Although firms have knowledgeable workers who are able to fix routine problems, major 

breakdowns can seriously disrupt production. In addition to repair services, raw material brokers are 

nearly all located outside of the region, particularly Minneapolis and Chicago. Though the Interstate 

allows for easy delivery, this still represents a small barrier to rapid changes in production schedules. 

Financing, accounting, legal, and other professional services are also frequently sourced from beyond 

the region, especially for the larger firms with more complex operations. Small firms rarely go outside 

the region for such needs. Suppliers of raw materials—ranging from sheet metal to circuit boards—are 

typically located outside of the region, though some brokers do have offices locally. 
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CONTEXT FOR FIRM STRATEGY, STRUCTURE, AND RIVALRY  

 

BUSINESS & TAX CLIMATE 

The region’s economy outperformed the national average during the recent recession. The 

unemployment rate is several points below median and communities have been much less affected by 

foreclosure. Part of this is due to the lack of bubble during the boom times, a reflection of the sober, 

conservative business and investment strategies dominant in the region. While some jobs were shed, 

major losses—particularly in the automation industries—have been avoided. 

 

The state of Minnesota has higher corporate and personal tax rates than neighboring—and very near—

North Dakota and South Dakota. State efforts to incentivize investment with tax benefits, such as the 

Job Opportunity Benefit Zones (JOBZ) program, are quickly winding down and companies worry that 

they will not have time to recoup in benefits the cost of any capital expansion. The State of 

Manufacturing 2010 survey put out by Enterprise Minnesota indicated that the state’s manufacturers 

are markedly more optimistic about the economy than a year before, in the grips of the recession. 

However, it does indicate that they are generally concerned about the state’s business climate, 

suggesting that more could be done to encourage business growth. The recent approval of a so-called 

Angel Investor tax credit represents a step toward tax equivalency. 

 

SUPPLY CHAIN 

Regional firms vary immensely in their supply chain strategy, with no strategy overwhelmingly 

dominant. The largest firms in both the packaging and conveying industries are highly vertically 

integrated. Such integration was spurred by a desire to control quality and allow rapid turn-around. 

Success has allowed them to market some third tier services, such as metal coating or cutting, to other 

firms. Still, many inputs—particularly standard, molded parts, such as bolts or ball-bearings—are 

outsourced. Some is from local suppliers but much comes from outside the region or overseas. Smaller 

firms often have semi-formalized relationships with one another, often based on social networks and 

shared history. Such arrangements are particularly common for certain types of metal coating or various 

cutting and lathing capabilities. 

 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & INFORMAL SHARING 

The extensive movement of people between firms has diffused the region’s knowledge base. Small firm 

size has required people to become experts in many fields, which they can then apply toward their own 

entrepreneurial venture. In the past, individuals were encouraged by some large, ‘parent’ firms to create 

supply companies with guaranteed contracts when they could do so more cheaply. The end result was 

several highly specialized suppliers to the main cluster firms.  
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REGIONAL COLLABORATION 

There are several important regional organizations that serve as Institutes for Collaboration (IFCs). These 

are important neutral actors that can provide a forum for dialogue to identify shared needs and find 

areas of joint action.  

� The West Central Initiative (WCI) is a regional body active in economic development, workforce 

training, regional planning, and various philanthropic and community endeavors. Headquartered 

centrally in Fergus Falls, WCI brings together civic and business leaders from across the region. 

In addition, they provide direct assistance to industry through gap financing, training grants, and 

business promotion.  

� Tri-State Manufacturers Association (TSMA) is a membership organization composed of 

manufacturers throughout Western Minnesota and the Eastern Dakotas, though the majority of 

active members hail from the West Central Minnesota region. They maintain a directory of 

businesses and their fields of expertise, host regular lunches and meetings of business leaders, 

and encourage tighter supply relationships and networks between members. 

� In the Alexandria area, the five main packaging companies, hosted by Alexandria Technical 

College and the Alexandria Area Economic Development Authority, have recently voluntarily 

come together to form the Packaging Machine Manufacturing Consortium (PMMC). They meet 

monthly to collaborate on workforce and talent development and more broadly to market the 

region’s strength in packaging. So far, the group has set aside $30,000 for these initiatives and 

has spent $4,000 to date, including hosting a robotics competition team. The PMMC began 

meeting in mid-2009 as the result of conversations with local packaging manufacturing leaders 

who were eager to collaborate with their colleagues, but anxious to approach their 

“competitors.” Notably, this group does not include Thiele in Fergus Falls., a major player in 

packaging machinery. 

 

Interviews with business owners indicate a wide variety of attitudes toward participation in such 

initiatives. Most are appreciative of grant and financing opportunities but fewer are as intent on more 

collaboration. Particularly very small firms are sometimes wary both of closer interaction with their—

also small—competitors or of dedicating limited time to attend meetings with unclear benefit. Indeed, 

as elsewhere, the business community demands tangible benefits from participation in any IFC. 

 

See Appendix IV for a full stakeholder and IFC analysis. 
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STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS (S.W.O.T) 

A Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis is a framework for analyzing 

complex situations. Critical issues are identified to allow decision-makers to focus their efforts on 

situations that have the most impact. A SWOT analysis helps to develop a strategy to ensure pressing 

challenges are addressed.  

 

Figure 7: S.W.O.T Analysis 

 

Existing Strengths 

> Strong Existing Industries 

> Local ownership 

> Infrastructure/Interstate 

> Manufacturing focus 

> Training Institutions 

> Information flows 

> Regional collaboration 

> Lifestyle 

Weaknesses To Reverse 

> Shrinking/aging labor force 

> Difficulty attracting young workers 

> Distance from services 

> Lower number of highly-educated professional 

> Economic disparities 

  

Opportunities to Exploit 

> Gap filling (market, supply chain) 

> Food Processing Industry in Region 

> Growth of International Markets 

> Quality of Life Priorities 

Threats to Avoid 

> Changing packaging, food preferences 

> Outside companies recruiting skilled graduates 

> Education not reflective of changing technology 

> Long-distance recruiting 

> Push for Four-Year Degrees Inappropriate for 

Manufacturing 

 

STRENGTHS TO ELABORATE  

The region currently has several strengths that represent advantages for the emergence of an 

automation cluster. These should be protected and expanded upon. 

 

� Existing Production Technologies: The region’s strong, existing industries within the automation 

cluster. The packaging machinery industry is particularly strong.  

 

� Local Ownership: Most firms are locally-owned and supported by local talent. The firms rely on 

locally-derived innovation to be competitive. Many of the firms are more than just a job shop, 

but have a distinct value-added proposition.  

 

� Infrastructure/Interstate: Easy access to Interstate 94 with several large markets, airports, and 

suppliers within a reasonable drive and roughly equidistant from the coasts.  

 

� Regional Manufacturing Culture: The area has several institutions and associations, which are 

involved in furthering the manufacturing industry. Also, the region’s traditional agricultural base 

had many workers growing up on farms and learning hands-on skills operating and repairing 

machinery and tools. 
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� Training Institutions: The region has several educational institutions, which play a large role in 

training the local workforce. The training institutions fill important roles in providing vocational 

training for young adults and ongoing workforce training.  

 

� Informational Flows: Movement between employers is a common practice, creating an informal 

flow of information, which can create innovation. Although many contracts for top talent do 

have a non-compete clause, it was rarely enforced for much of past history, to the nascent 

cluster’s benefit.  

 

� Regional Collaboration: The WCI plays a large role in providing funding, training, and advice to 

companies. WCI is an important player in the region. Tri-State Manufacturers’ Association is an 

influential leader in the region’s production sectors providing networking opportunities 

between firms. 

 

� Lifestyle: Many people are drawn to the lifestyle of the area. Business owners recognize that the 

high quality of the region’s primarily rural way-of-life is essential to their ability to recruit and 

retain workers, in addition to their own personal location decision. 

 

WEAKNESSES TO REVERSE  

Negatives or weakness associated with the current state of the region: 

 

� Shrinking/Aging Labor Force: The population is aging and is not being replenished at the same 

rate. The area has difficulty keeping young residents, typical of many rural areas.  

 

� Difficulty Attracting Young Workers: The area is viewed as a great place to live if you are married 

and have kids. However, oftentimes the young and single do not view the region as an exciting 

place to pursue a career. 

 

� Distance from Services: Services often come from outside the region, the Twin Cities and 

beyond. When machines fail, it takes at least a day for repair services to reach the region, 

reducing the firm’s productivity. Raw materials and many services are similarly sourced from 

outside the region. 

 

� Lower Share of Highly-educated Professionals: The area has a lower rate of 4-year college 

educated residents than national averages. The inability to attract and retain 4-year degree 

occupations such as engineering, marketing, and finance is detrimental to the growth of the 

cluster.  

 

� Economic Disparities: Only Becker, Clay, and Douglas counties have seen the benefits of growth, 

manifested by increasing population as people have moved into Detroit Lakes, Moorhead, and 

Alexandria. The remaining counties have lost population. This is also reflected in the highly 

fragmented and concentrated employment pattern in automation industries; two counties have 

no automation employment, despite the region’s current strengths. 
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OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPLOIT 

Characteristics and trends external to the region that can support an emerging automation cluster: 

 

� Gap filling (market, supply chain): The region has several strong suppliers already, but there is 

capacity in the market to have more firms in the area enter into the third tier of the supply 

chain. Many of the service suppliers come from a distance with no local presence, despite the 

presence of the region’s strong manufacturing sector. 

 

� Food Processing Industry: The food processing industry has been a primary driver of the regional 

packaging industry. The region’s strength in food processing, combined with proximity to the St. 

Cloud area’s food processing cluster, presents an opportunity to closely monitor and predict 

industry needs. Such nearness allows better and quicker adaptation to market trends. 

 

� Growth of International Market: Many firms have begun to expand to international markets. A 

few are exploring greater ties with developing Asian countries, recognizing the growing market 

there.  

 

� Quality of Life Priorities: The quality of life is high in the area. The commute to work is on 

average 7 minutes. The schools are rated fairly well. The area is blessed with abundant, clean 

lakes for recreation and relaxation. 

 

� Proximity to the Twin Cities: The strong medical device, company management, and distribution 

services clusters in the nearby Minneapolis-St. Paul MSA present an opportunity to develop tight 

corporate relationships and ultimately provide unique solutions to new and forward-looking 

automation needs. 

 

THREATS TO AVOID 

External negative characteristics and trends, which can have a detrimental affect on the cluster’s 

growth: 

 

� Changing Packaging, Food Preferences: Changing consumer demand for locally grown food has 

the potential to diminish the strength of the processed food industry, reducing demand for the 

packaging and other automation machinery. Smaller scale or more customized machines that 

need fewer materials, energy inputs, or are adaptable to small firms’ needs may hedge against 

such changes. 

 

� Outside Companies Recruiting Skilled Graduates: Companies from the Twin Cities Metro area 

and beyond can offer higher pay and more urban amenities. The local retention rate of 

graduates from specialized education, such as the Center for Automation and Motion Control at 

Alexandria Technical College, reflects this trend. Of thirteen graduates in 2007, only one earned 

a job in the region. With starting salaries ranging from $31,000 to $66,000, the poaching top 

students may continue to increase. 
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� Education Not Reflective of Changing Technology: Despite education providers’ best efforts, 

they have been unable to keep up with all of the employers’ diverse demands. As automation 

machinery production becomes increasingly technological, public education facilities will be 

further stretched to provide a sufficiently value-added educational service.  

 

� Long-Distance Recruiting: Local education institutions and firms themselves are recruiting from 

outside the region to find qualified workers or students. The retention rate of such transplants is 

generally lower than those based locally who are attached to the region and committed to 

manufacturing careers.  

 

� Push for Four-Year Degrees Inappropriate for Manufacturing: Many of the jobs skills required 

can be met by a two year technical degree which can be met locally. As opposed to the four year 

degrees which are based outside of the outside the region, with the exception of Fargo and 

Moorhead. 
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VISION 

The production technology industries in West Central Minnesota—including automation, packaging 

machinery, conveyors, hoists, and industrial controls—currently enjoy an outsize importance in the 

region’s economy, with very high location quotients. These second tier manufacturers, which sell 

machinery to first tier manufacturers, largely depend on a shared workforce and a pool of third tier 

suppliers of parts and components. However, the industries themselves have developed largely 

independently rather than as a single, coherent cluster. As a result, mini-clusters or foci of firms exist 

throughout the region: packaging near Alexandria, industrial control in Fergus Falls, and overhead hoists 

around Detroit Lakes. 

 

Maintaining the region’s high relative employment and continuously improving in the long term will 

require these atomized industries to come together into a cohesive cluster. The inter-industry dialogue 

and collaboration would address workforce needs, bid on projects larger than any could individually 

manage, and draw a larger, more robust base of local suppliers, services, and customers.  

 

Jointly, automation industries are a vital source of the region’s economic strength. As they increasingly 

cluster together, they will drive the growth of the region. West Central Minnesota will become known 

as a center for automation manufacturing and control rather than a supplier of individual pieces of 

machinery. The presence of such a cluster will attract supplier firms from outside the region to establish 

branches and encourage service providers, from finance to equipment repair, to become more 

responsive and specialized. Customers will be attracted to the region, despite its distance from some 

markets, by its one-stop appeal and the known quality provided by “Minnesota-Made Machines”. 

 

Innovation must drive the industry forward. The highly proximate local competition will continue to 

provide a sense of urgency as businesses strive to out-bid each other in price as well as quality, further 

developing their niche, and delivering a product with more value added in other areas (i.e. energy 

consumption, size, or operator requirements). 

 

Companies must be creative and thoughtful as to how their expertise in one area can lead to new 

product development in a different segment or entirely new industry. This includes new technology 

developed within companies as well as the spawning of new businesses to meet growing demand or fill 

supply or customer niches. Knowledge-sharing amongst cluster industries will be driven by IFC-led 

research, a shared workforce, and demanding customers seeking collaborative products, providing the 

seeds for rapid and responsive innovation. 
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While the United States market will continue to be important, foreign markets, particularly in Asia will 

continue higher levels of economic growth for the foreseeable future. As regional firms continue to 

expand both nationally and internationally, they will increasingly compete with other production 

technology clusters, most notably the Italian and German clusters.  

 

In order to successfully move forward, current strengths will still have to be maintained. These include 

the rural quality of life, recreational opportunities, community cohesion, and shared values. 

 

Although there has been some difficulty finding qualified workers in the past, the high caliber of the 

workforce is the primary factor that keeps and attracts companies to the West Central region, 

particularly when nearby North Dakota and South Dakota offer a significantly lower tax environment for 

firms. Though the original mechanical know-how came from the family farm, modern requirements will 

increasingly mandate formal education and training.  

 

Post secondary institutions and training providers will become ever-more essential partners to industry 

as they provide the highly skilled employees, tailored to the automation clusters’ industries’ needs. Links 

into area high schools will encourage young adults to stay in the region and pursue precision 

manufacturing careers. Enterprise Minnesota and other nonprofit or private training firms will 

increasingly specialize in programs specially designed for the needs of automation industries. 

 

Once in the manufacturing workforce, employees and employers benefit from clear, cross-company and 

industry career ladders with shared standards and requirements. This will encourage professional 

development, the retention of accumulated knowledge, and lower recruiting costs. 

 

Current Institutions for Collaboration—such as the West Central Initiative, Packaging Machinery 

Manufactures’ Consortia, and the Tri-State Manufacturers’ Association—will join forces to bring 

automation industries together and ultimately create a new, automation-focused IFC, which will serve 

as a provider of market research, branding, and workforce development.  

 

OVERCOMING OBJECTIONS 

There likely will be business leaders who will initially object to certain goals included in this vision. Some 

may be wary of actively collaborating with competitors; others will object to tying their own brand to 

that of others.  
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Regional government, civic, and philanthropic leaders can work to overcome such objections through an 

initial education campaign and ongoing vision, support, and guidance. In successful industry clusters, the 

whole is always greater than the sum of its parts. Firms embedded within the clusters are given extra 

weight in the competitive marketplace, both through reputation and an innovation premium: packaging 

machines from Bologna, Italy; wines from Napa Valley, California; sea craft from the Maine coast.  

 

Simply letting present trends of atomized industries and disparate capabilities continue will force each 

to face an increasingly competitive market without the added cache and joint strengths of the cluster. 

While some firms will likely continue to prosper, many will stagnate with very little employment or 

revenue growth. Without healthy and growing profits, outside firms will be less likely to establish branch 

plants, skilled workers will be less likely to start a new venture, and young adults will continue to leave 

the area in search of better opportunities. 

Figure 8: Vision Issues Summary 

 

Strengths to Elaborate 

The industry's success has been partially based on several factors which should be continued to be 

emphasized and expanded upon to continue growth. 

 

• Workforce remains skilled, productive, and empowered through 

o Colleges and tech schools  

o Training programs  

• Leverage employee knowledge in innovation and cost-cutting 

• Quality of life 

o Connection to nature 

o Connection to family 

o Peaceful rural area where good manufacturing work is plentiful (flight from Twin Cities) 

• Business investment in broader community/organizations 

o Committed to area and loyal to employees, community 

 

Challenges to Solve 

Despite past success, certain limitations remain that must be addressed. 

 

• Distance from markets 

o Distribution/supplies (goods) 

o Service calls (people) 

o Travel time to visit customers 

• Stop talented high school graduates from leaving area 

• Fragmented industries and lack of coherent cluster 

o Links between packaging, hoisting, conveying, manipulating industries 

o Holistic center of automation rather than unrelated mini-clusters  
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INDUSTRY FOCUS 

Private industry itself has the critical role to play in order to foster the development of an innovative 

automation cluster in West Central Minnesota. While nonprofit initiatives and government agencies 

cannot and should not tell business owners how to compete, they can provide timely and pertinent 

information to improve CEO decision-making. Ultimately, the regional business community should come 

to understand that their interests will be served by advancing this vision. 

 

Of primary importance is convincing individual firms that enhanced local competition should not be seen 

as a threat but rather as an incentive for improvement and a source of competitive advantage. 

 

Innovation is essential for continued growth in industry. As best practices become widely adopted, 

resulting in less diversification of product in terms of quality or capabilities, price point becomes the 

dominant selling point. A race to the bottom is not a successful business plan for an industry-wide 

cluster nor one in which countries with more highly compensated workers will win in the long term. 

Innovation thus plays a key role in providing the most value added product. Companies should focus on 

the areas in which they have a competitive advantage and continue to invest in research and 

development to increase productivity and increase the value of the product. Forward looking companies 

should seek to capitalize on their current innovation and technology to continue to increase product 

line diversification, customization, and other value added services 

 

Companies should seek to source locally and make use of the extensive and increasingly flexible supplier 

capabilities available throughout the region. Purchasing from local suppliers is particularly important for 

one-off or custom parts and components that can better meet firms needs based on close working 

relationships and the opportunity for active collaboration. 

 

Larger firms considering expansions should continue to focus regional production on the domestic 

market and on higher margin, exportable products. The ability to compete globally is an important 

measure of successful innovation and companies should track their growth in the export market as one 

metric of success. 

 

Setting up production facilities overseas should only be pursued to assemble final products for 

distribution abroad. Importing finished products or major components from abroad diminishes local 

talent and reduces the probability of finding innovative, cost-saving new production processes. Overseas 

production for importation is particularly problematic in an industry where the products are often room-
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sized machines.  Proximity between engineers, designers, and floor workers will enhance innovation and 

will more likely produce a higher-quality product with lean, streamlined production processes. 

 

Rather than stay within current niches, firms should aggressively seek to expand into industries 

adjacent to their current areas of expertise. Groups from across and within industries should come 

together—under the guidance of the IFC—to participate in collaborative research, project bidding, and 

general capability-sharing. Together, they can develop innovative new products or jointly go after larger 

projects than any firm could individually pursue. Examples of such projects include providing automation 

machinery for entire facilities or production lines that are designed to interoperate, rather than a piece-

by-piece approach currently used by regional firms. 
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ACTION PLAN 

Existing organizations, the West Central Initiative and Tri-State Manufacturers’ Association, should work 

together to assemble the disparate automation industries and begin proving the need to recognize and 

support the nascent cluster. This should be done by sharing information, assessing needs, and jointly 

lobbying and applying for grants. Ultimately a unique, independent organization for automation should 

develop organically, as businesses see increasing worth in collaboration. This new organization would 

act to market the region, support innovation, and engage in efforts to improve workforce development 

and education programs. 

I. CONVENE AND DEMONSTRATE WORTH 

 

BRING EVERYONE TO THE TABLE 

 

The West Central Initiative should immediately initiate a plan, ideally with Tri State Manufacturers’ 

Association to convene initial meetings between business leaders in the region’s disparate automation 

industries. Ultimately, as discussed below, this group will spin-off into an independent entity. However, 

in order to build trust between leaders and prove the worth of such an effort, WCI should take certain 

initial steps to begin the process. WCI should evaluate if it has the ability to lead such an effort, or 

collaborate with Tri State to have a joint effort, or hand off the project entirely to Tri State.  

� Convene initial conversations between business leaders and various associations leading to 

development of the IFC. 

� Discuss Automation Industry strengths, weaknesses, and possibilities for future collaboration. 

WCI and Tri State should form a preliminary committee to create a vision of the importance and 

why companies should be interested in an IFC, and what value and IFC can bring to the business.  

 

RESEARCH & COMMUNICATION 

In order to create value for business owners and managers, the WCI together with TSMA should engage 

in various research and communication efforts before handing them off to an independent IFC. 

 

� Monthly seminars on various issues, such as contract manufacturing, intellectual property, 

international marketing, lean manufacturing, etc. 

� Regular newsletter of important events and political developments and to help coordinate a 

response when needed. For example, state or federal regulations or legislation may be under 

consideration and public input is needed 

� Initiate “Parade of Factories” for area businesses, potential employees, and the general public 

to see first-hand the advanced techniques employed throughout the region. (See nearby 

example in St. Cloud area) Improve public perception of manufacturing. 
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Figure 9: Action Plan Timeline 
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� Fund or subsidize consulting work for sustainability and lean manufacturing strategies for the 

machines produced and the manufacturing process itself. 

� Conduct market research on the needs of large manufacturers to assess automation needs, 

analyze industry trends, benchmark domestic and international competition, and provide long-

range strategic competitiveness planning for the region.  

 

ASSESS INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS  

The importance of the Interstate and regular daily, overnight air freight service is well established. With 

federal transportation grants, stimulus and otherwise, available, presenting a unified, coherent 

infrastructure plan might bring extra money into the region to upgrade these facilities. The industry’s 

unique position within the region requires an assessment of any unique infrastructure needs they may 

have, which may include such forward-thinking options as high-speed rail connection to the Twin Cities 

for commuters, business trips, and parcel transport.  

 

 

OUTSOURCE LOCALLY INITIATIVE 

Encourage outsourcing of certain parts, components, and finishing services, which can be done by local 

shops as well as or better than in-house, or more distant facilities with a quicker turnaround time. The 

large pool of suppliers will give firms the flexibility to choose between various contractors based upon 

which can best meet their needs. The competition between job shops will keep prices competitive and 

encourage the highest quality product to compete for the steady stream of local contracts. Also it will 

allow the OEM firms to concentrate on innovation for the end-user by focusing on research and design, 

final assembly, and close collaboration with customers.  

� Work with Tri-state Manufacturing to expand upon Tri-States directory of area manufacturing 

companies to encourage a more comprehensive database. Expand the database to include a 

detailed directory/database of tools and capabilities with contacts at each firm to be used to 

enable local sourcing. Encourage local companies to use, and of the value of having their 

information in the database. 

� Partner with area education institutions to find student researcher or IT or networking intern to 

compile initial database.  

 

STRENGTHEN RELATIONSHIPS 

Corporate and regional leaders should pursue high-level relationships with global businesses 

headquartered in the Twin Cities, particularly manufacturing, life science, and food processing firms. The 

ability of the region to provide a single source of automation for large companies may be attractive, 

particularly given the proximity to their product designers. 
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 II. CREATE FOCUSED INSTITUTE FOR COLLABORATION 

 

In order for automation machinery manufacturers to begin to work together on an ongoing basis the 

West Central Initiative and TSMA, as neutral parties active throughout the study area, convene the first 

several conversations between business leaders in the automation industries. Eventually, this group of 

leaders could spin off into their own, self-supporting organization. Despite the numerous existing 

organizations, in order for effective collaboration to occur within the emerging production technology 

cluster, leaders of this industry must first come together and recognize the region’s current strength and 

clustering potential. After identifying these strengths, they can jointly work to amplify them, by further 

incentivizing a proven ability to spawn new businesses, attract investment from outside, create a 

regional identity, and foster the educational resources to continue to strengthen the workforce. 

 

There is a wide range of possible activities the new Production Technologies/Automation IFC may 

choose to focus on. Below are two suggestions—developing a brand and supporting innovation—which 

have had marked success in other industries. As discussed in the next section, the IFC would also be 

heavily involved in promoting workforce development.  

 

Funding should come from a variety of locations to reduce defunding risk. Money for the initiatives 

would come from dues assessed to members, the sale of research publications, regional business 

capability database (built in conjunction with TSMA), conference fees, and any additional local, state or 

federal funding. USDA Grants are an under-utilized funding source for rural economic development 

which may be useful. Finding an initial funding source is critical to the success in order to hire a staff 

member, and to possibly offer a year of free membership to recruit new members for the IFC. Initial 

work should include database enhancement, marketing research, and group buy in to the value of the 

IFC. If either WCI or Tri State feels it can secure funding, staff capacity, and fit with their respective 

mission while remaining true to the IFC’s goals, they should strongly consider taking an active role or 

housing the IFC.  

 

DEVELOP ‘MINNESOTA-MADE MACHINES’ BRAND 

Over several years, begin to develop a Minnesota-Made Machine moniker and branding to be used in all 

IFC publications and encourage member firms to attach it to marketing materials. The moniker is 

designed to brand the reputation of Minnesota-Made as a high quality, reliable product which firms are 

proud to associate with, and own. In developing Minnesota-Made the IFC should seek to gain support 

from several of the large, reputable firms to adopt this practice to encourage wide spread acceptance. 

The branding is not designed to take the place of individual companies marketing. Instead, it is designed 

to reinforce and build upon the cluster’s reputation, and provide a stamp of excellence to consumers.  
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� Create and implement a marketing campaign and logo to deploy within Minnesota, around the 

country, and abroad at targeted packaging and automation industry conferences and 

expositions. 

� Require companies that use the Minnesota-Made Machine branding to also participate in the 

IFC. This will ensure usage of the brand is limited to firms that meet the standards of the 

automation cluster. Metrics should be developed in conjunction with regional industry leaders 

to ensure the continued high reputation of the branding.    

� Host annual automation expo to showcase region’s capabilities, attract potential investors, and 

impress customers. 

o Partner with local resorts and recreational opportunities to showcase the region’s 

attractive amenities. 

o Decrease hassle of travel through improved passenger air or rail connection to the Twin 

Cities and/or Fargo. 

 

FUND AND SUPPORT INNOVATION 

Ongoing innovation is essential to developing a sustainable competitive advantage in the global 

marketplace. The IFC should support the creation and expansion of innovative companies, and the 

adoption of techniques and processes that foster rapid adaptation and flexibility. 

 

� Provide financing for new facilities—and lobby the state legislature for capital expansion tax 

credits—which push current limits of efficient, safe, and innovative factories . 

o Investor’s conference to bring financial people to companies who have new ideas or 

plans for expansion 

� Through conversations and their extensive database, the IFC could suggest where companies’ 

competencies overlap or abut; packaging and conveying, for example, may come together to 

develop an entirely new, integrated automated system. 

� Provide support services (planning, possible credit sources, business plans, etc) from within the 

IFC to encourage entrepreneurship in automation and supplier industries to provide work space, 

shared equipment, subsidized utilities, and management, accounting, and legal support. 

o Support should come from partnerships with Enterprise Minnesota, WCI, Tri-State 

Manufacturers association, and economic development offices throughout the region. 

These organizations can provide some seed funding in addition to important services.  
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III. PROMOTE WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 

 

The difficulty in finding a developed workforce has been previously identified by companies as a 

potential hindrance to continued growth. The issue of finding qualified workers and ongoing workforce 

training will continue to grow in importance as industry continues to evolve and become more 

automated. To meet the demand for high caliber workers the region has begun through several training 

programs to attempt to meet the needs of the local companies. More, however, can be done through 

formal education and continued workforce development strategies. 

 

The new, automation-focused regional IFC can engage in several programmatic initiatives to improve 

the quality of the region’s workforce to better meet the unique needs of the cluster, working alongside 

WCI and DEED. 

 

  

RETAIN YOUTH 

Retaining local youth should be made an important priority. Creation of qualified workforce is critical to 

industry strength and attractiveness, and reliability of local employment can help meet that need. The 

community, firms, and colleges benefit from increased enrollment of trained technical workers.  

� Strong local recruiting effort by local vocational colleges should begin immediately, 

emphasizing the technical degree programs offered, job placement, wages, and quality of life in 

the area. Local firms can help to partially offset recruitment costs. In return the company will be 

given recognition through brochures or placing their logo prominently on display on recruiting 

visits. This could be tied to the science and engineering education promotion program Project 

Lead the Way. 

� Provide scholarships for youth from area to study in fields needed by the automation industry 

with prioritized placement in local business upon completion of the degree program. 

Scholarships might include local technical programs or engineering scholarships to four-year 

colleges.  

� Individual firms, the new IFC, Tri-State Manufactures Association, West Central Initiative, and 

the PMMC could set up scholarship accounts dedicated for graduates in their most urgent 

training needs. By naming the scholarship after the funder, it would also provide positive 

recognition in the cluster and community.  

 

ATTRACT MIGRANTS 

 

Slowing the outflow of young adults will not be enough to supply workers for the automation industries, 

particularly as highly-skilled, advanced employees reach retirement. Efforts must be made to attract 
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talented and educated labor from outside the region to work in the automation industries at all levels, 

from welders to motion sensor control code writers.  

� Use IFC website as single source job listing for employment opportunities in the region’s 

automation cluster. 

� Send a joint representative to job fairs that are too distant for individual firms to attend or for 

smaller firms to afford. 

� Use both job opportunities and the high quality of life and environmental amenities available in 

promotional materials. 

 

 

DEFINE CAREER LADDERS 

Industry should create additional incentive for employees to develop their own skills by creating “career 

ladders” that clearly connect entry positions to higher-paying jobs through a fairly defined set of 

educational and experiential qualifications. The plans should lay out guidelines and roles for employees 

entering the company with a way to advance their responsibilities within the company. For example, if a 

company hires a welder, the expectation is as the welder progresses, both through high performance 

and vocational or business skills training, he or she will be incrementally given promotion and more 

responsibility. Defined career paths will encourage employees to invest in their own skills within the 

company and to actively seek to take on greater responsibilities.  

� An apprentice program designed with the local workforce development agency or post 

secondary institution should be implemented to create a skilled workforce dedicated to creating 

a career, rather than just a job.  

� Individual companies will be responsible for developing their own career paths in accordance 

with their own values and management structure. Where appropriate, companies can 

collaborate to develop joint standards for certain general education levels, allowing custom 

training programs to develop. 

� Encourage cross-company ladders by providing grants specifically for shared training and 

certification programs. 

 

CREATE A SUPPLEMENTAL WORKER PROGRAM  

While several firms already farm out employees to each other, a specialized cadre of workers to provide 

a dedicated set of industry-trained workers to provide more secure employment for temporary 

employees and provide trusted labor for employers. This program should be created by the local 

workforce development office and/or DEED after meeting with industry to ascertain local employment 

needs. This role could also work with the fore-mentioned apprentice program to have young workers 

experience working at several firms to gain a strong industry background.  
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IMPROVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS 

Existing vocational programs within the region—Alexandria Community and Technical College (ATC) and 

Minnesota State University in Detroit Lakes and Wadena—can better align standard curricula with the 

needs of the increasingly-important automation cluster. The Center for Applied Mechatronics at ATC, 

though an excellent source of highly skilled workers, is much too small to meet the demand and many 

graduates head to high paying jobs outside the region. Colleges should ensure an open dialogue exists 

with industry to ensure the program is relevant to the industry. At the same time industry should be 

more open to recognizing the capacities, commitment, and capabilities of the graduates from the 

technical programs.  

 

� Build on existing ties to Alexandria Technical College and Minnesota State University in Detroit 

Lakes and Wadena to develop custom training programs and to better align degree and 

certificate programs with automation cluster needs. Development of program should begin 

immediately; the process will take time as buy in from stakeholders develop. 

� Encourage Minnesota State to establish vocational training courses for automation industries 

at the Fergus Falls campus. An example of this might be a partnership with ATC to expand the 

Mechatronics programming throughout the region to begin to fill the immediate demand. 

Minnesota State would be responsible for the programs management and financially. However, 

sponsorships of setup, labs, and/or equipment should be sought out from local industry. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study has demonstrated West Central Minnesota’s unique potential to develop a fully integrated 

automation cluster. Current strengths in various production technology and motion control industries 

are impressive but communication and collaboration between the various industries remain 

fragmented. By purposefully coming together to find cross-industry connections and jointly develop 

entirely new competencies, the whole can become much greater than the sum of its parts. This is critical 

if the industry is to continue to survive and thrive well into the future. 

 

The cluster can be an important driver to the region's long-term economic success, but first the cluster 

development must be fostered. The action steps included are drawn on insight from business and civic 

leaders, industry data, and the experience of other regions worldwide. Successful development of a 

cluster is best achieved with purposeful engagement of the business community. Although several 

action steps can be initiated without it, an independent IFC will ultimately be the best vehicle to advance 

the cluster’s development. Given an opportunity, the IFC could truly develop a regional, Minnesota-

Made Machine brand or work with educational providers to create ever-more specialized degree and 

certificate programs. 

 

As the region becomes increasingly known as a center for automation, new firms, expanded 

employment, and higher income will result. Continuous innovation, driven by intense competition, and 

highly skilled workforce, and increasingly global and specialized customers, will be the norm, resulting in 

long-term, sustainable growth.  
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX I: REFERENCES 

Interviews 

� Client Team; February 22, 2010 

 Harold Stanislawski, Fergus Falls Economic Development Commission 

 Stephen Larson, Minnesota DEED Region 4 

 Rick Schara, Minnesota DEED (Workforce Development) 

 Dale Umlauf, West Central Initiative 

� Alexandria Area Economic Development Association, Jason Murray; February 22, 2010 (in 

person) 

� Alexandria Technical College, Customized Training Center, Chad Coauette; March 3, 2010 

(phone) 

� Innova Industries, Dick Young, Owner; February 26, 2010 (phone)  

� West Tool & Design, Evan Westra, Plant Manager; March 1, 2010 (phone) 

� Massman Automation Designs, Chad Ferguson, March 19th (in person) 

� Douglas Machine, Rick Paulsen, President; March 19th (in person) 

� Brenton Engineering 

� Aagard Group, Brent Smith; March 18th (in person) 

� Advanced Manipulator Specialists, Lori Gruber, Vice President; March 17th (phone) 

� ProFab, Don Wilkins; March 18th (in person) 

� Rapit, Todd Sparrow; March 18th (in person) 

� Alderon, Dan Scherping; March 18th (in person 

� SJE Rhombus, Nathan Fetting, March 18th (in person) 

� Rosenow Technologies, Steve Rosenow, Owner; March 19th (in person) 

� ITW Heartland, Brian Baustian, March 18th (in person) 
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APPENDIX II: PRIOR REPORTS 

 

Several studies have been performed in the region through DEED, the Humphrey Institute, and the West 

Central Initiative. These have proven helpful in gaining a basic understanding of the region and forces—

economic, infrastructural, cultural and workforce-related—to serve as a foundation for our own 

research. In some cases, the research describes supporting and peer industries, while in others it gives 

pertinent information from a few years ago which we can update and use to observe change. Following 

are highlights from the studies relevant to our cluster analysis. 

 

Machinery Manufacturing Cluster Study 

January 2008 

� DEED study of Metal Machinery Manufacturing in South West/Central MN (Rick Schara on team) 

� Observes latent machinery manufacturing cluster at time of report (p 4) 
� Greater Minnesota now has 2/3 of manufacturing jobs as opposed to 1/3 in 1969. Cheap land 

and labor were initial reasons to move, but these reasons less important today. (p 5) 

� Diminishing skilled workforce- key issue in the area (see 2007 Minnesota Skills Gap Survey)--

most workers trained in-house (p 3) 

� Mutually-supportive relationship with customers key to strong cluster (customers, suppliers, 

and workers give suggestions and test new products) (p 3) 

� Useful Information-List of companies interviewed and appendix of websites (page 20-on) 

� Vendors for specialized training from many places in US (p 9) 

� Competition in packaging industry in Alexandria, little local competition elsewhere (p 

10) 
 

Rural Knowledge Clusters Alexandria: Automation Technologies 

Date unknown 

State and Local Policy Program (Lee Munnich) 

� Packaging equipment firms are small and midsized. Many evolved as spin-offs and are now 

serving diversified and specialized niches in the region (p 25) 

� Alexandria Technical College plays important role through Center for Automation and Motion 

Control (p 26) and Manufacturing Automation Research Laboratory, a “centralized, non-

proprietary environment for product testing and applied research and development” (p 29) and 

workforce development through Customized Training (p 30) 

� Automation improves productivity (p 26) 

� Advantage- proximity to Twin Cities food producers (p 27) 

� Shortage of skilled labor (p 29)- interviews to date have revealed this is still a trend 

� Tri-State Manufacturers Association and West Central Initiative help promote a vision for region 

(p 31) 

 

WCI Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy 

June 2009 

� Regional data and visioning document published by West Central Initiative 

� Includes background on the WCI 

� WCI has four major objectives/initiatives 

� business & employment 
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� workers & their families 

� communities & the region 

� promote philanthropy 

 

Regional Leadership in Economic and Workforce Development 

May 2002 

� WCI Capstone Project (Nate Dorr & Greg Schrock) 

� Diagnosis of Workforce Development and Regional Leadership 

� Strong regional infrastructure and understanding of needs 

� Mixed economic base with few stakeholders 

� WCI can play role in regional leadership. According to a recent conversation with Dorr, WCI has 

continued to be a strong supporter of collaboration, training, and development despite 

leadership change. 

� See Stakeholder Analysis for regional players (p. 15-22) 

 

DEED West Central Background 

January, 2008 

� Framework for Integrated Regional Strategies Grant (FIRST) Grant Proposal (leading to final two 

studies listed) 

� Includes background information on the area and description of a "business-led effort to 

coordinate key entities such as workforce development, economic development, and education 

to formulate competitive strategies to enhance the competitiveness of the region." 

 

Needs and Opportunities in West Central MN's Non-Durable Goods Wholesalers and Trucking Sector 

Date unknown- recent 

� FIRST grant - Rural MN Concentrated Employment Program   

� 79% satisfied with region as a place for business success, but only 9% rated it as excellent- 

availability of skilled workers greatest opportunity for regional action(p 3) 

� Interstate 94 mentioned more frequently as important to business location as opposed to 

railroads (p 3)  

 

West Central Minnesota's Bioscience and Renewable Energy Innovation Capacity 

Date unknown- recent 

� FIRST grant -Rural MN Concentrated Employment Program   

� Higher education as most important institution for supporting regional innovation in cluster- 

preparing workforce and providing research (p 3). Similarities/differences with PT cluster. 

� Startups supported by government/non-profits through financial incentives and consulting (p 3) 
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APPENDIX III: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & CLUSTER THEORY 

 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUND 

The causes of economic growth and development are many, varied, and remain debated. Generally 

agreed-upon principles remain, however. Successful economic growth adds jobs and creates wealth, 

whereas development elevates industries to higher levels of productivity or quality. While economic 

growth may benefit an area in the short-term, development is essential to maintain competitiveness in 

the longer-term. 

 

Traditional views of economic development hold that the external demand for a region’s products is the 

primary determinant of regional prosperity. Selling goods and services to outsiders through exporting, or 

basic, industries brings capital into the region which supports local, residentiary business activity.1 This 

theory uses location quotients (LQ) to demonstrate the presence of exporting industries. A LQ is a 

measure of the share of the industry’s employment regionally compared to nationally; numbers above 

1.0 imply that the region is comparatively specialized in the industry—and thus exports to outside areas. 

Those industries with a LQ below 1.0 are assumed to not meet local demand. 

 

Applying this theory to reality requires numerous caveats. Since the world as a whole does not export, 

exports cannot be the absolute basis for economic development. Ever-elaborating internal division of 

labor can employ more workers locally without exporting more as well as keeping more profits in the 

region for re-investment.2 Additionally, extensive ties to local suppliers and customers can reduce 

transaction costs due to frequent interaction and accumulated trust. 

 

Even industries that do not export serve an important role in an economy’s health. The consumption 

base—the mix of goods and services available locally—is a factor of production for many exporting 

firms, as local goods and services are consumed as inputs. In addition, labor cost and availability are 

partially determined by the quality of local consumption amenities, including entertainment, recreation, 

and general quality of life. Many exporting companies initially begin as local-serving experiments to 

meet a region’s unique needs.3  

 

                                                           
1
 North, Douglas. 1974. “Location Theory and Regional Economic Growth.” In William Alonso and John Friedmann, eds. Regional 

Policy: Readings in Theory and Applications. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 
2
 Tiebout, Charles. 1974. “Exports and Regional Economic Growth.” In William Alonso and John Friedmann, eds. Regional Policy: 

Readings in Theory and Applications. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 
3
 Markusen, Ann and Greg Schrock. 2009. “Consumption-Driven Urban Development.” Urban Geography 
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As such, the relative business desirability of a particular location depends on four factors4: 

1. Local input: supply of nontransferable inputs; 

2. Local demand: sales of output to local customers; 

3. Transferred input: availability and price of inputs brought in from outside; and 

4. Outside demand: sales and access to external markets. 

 

Access to markets, labor, raw materials, and transportation remain the most important factors in 

location choice, but their dominance has been reduced as productivity, education, taxes, community 

attitudes toward business and quality of life have been recognized as increasingly influential.5 

 

Table 1: Business Location Decisions 

 

Factor  Manufacturing Plant Service/Office 

Labor 36% 72% 

Transportation 35% 0% 

Utilities 17% 8% 

Occupancy 8% 15% 

Taxes 4% 5% 
 

Source:  Ady, Robert. “Discussion” New England Economic Review, March/April 1997. 

 

Given these factors, there are several policy levers available for economic development6:  

� Workforce development 

� Transportation, communication, infrastructure 

� Industrial districts to foster networks between businesses and suppliers 

� Entrepreneurial support 

� Tax subsidies in certain circumstances  

 

Tax subsidies that poach business from one part of the region will only serve to reduce the tax base. Any 

subsidy should be tied to measurable job growth for expansion in-place or new branch plants attracted 

from outside the region and include clawback provisions to recoup the cost should employment not be 

maintained. 

 

CLUSTER THEORY 

Michael Porter’s On Competition provides a framework for viewing the dynamics and actions of 

interrelated industries and firms within a geographically proximate area, defined as a cluster. Porter 

focuses on the importance of competition within an economy to spur development. Clusters act as 

                                                           
4
 Hoover, Edgar and Frank Giarratani. 2001. An Introduction to Regional Economics. Web Book of Regional Science. Regional 

Research Institute, West Virginia University. 
5
 Blair, John and Robert Premus. 1987. “Major Factors in Industrial Location: A Review.” Economic Development Quarterly, Vol. 

1, No. 1, pp. 72-85 
6
 Howes, Candace and Ann Markusen. 1993. “Trade, Industry and Economic Development.” In Helzi Naponen, Julie Graham and 

Ann Markusen, eds. Trading Industries, Trading Regions. New York: Guilford Press 
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incubators of innovation as core firms, pushed by customers to make a better, faster, or cheaper 

product, pass that pressure on to local suppliers and quickly diffuse new technologies and techniques. 

 

According to Porter, competition within industrial clusters enhances firm competitiveness in three ways. 

First, intense competition forces firms to become more productive as customers demand more 

specialized or otherwise better products. Second, individual firms benefit from the informal flow of 

information and exchange of ideas between companies based primarily upon social interactions and 

exchange of workers. Third, clusters create positive externalities or spillovers, often in the form of firms 

that spring up to serve or supply the original cluster.  

 

Porter views competition as positive sum game, as opposed to a zero sum game in which only the 

singular winner gains. In Porter’s theory, everybody gains when firms compete by increasing 

productivity, which ultimately translates into a higher standard of living for local workers. Competition 

brings added value to goods, regardless if it is a business seeking profit, or a non-profit seeking greater 

social benefit.  

 

Competition forces firms to create a strategy in which they can provide a value-added good or service to 

meet the demand. The firm that successfully designs a strategy to maximize its competitive advantage is 

the firm that thrives. Porter views strategy as “strategic positioning” which is a sustainable and unique 

strategy a firm pursues. Strategic positioning means creating or finding a niche or unique market in 

which the firm can sell its product. Important in strategic positioning is recognizing competitive 

advantages and jettisoning areas in which you are performing relatively weakly. 

 

Especially important for firms are innovation and continuous anticipation of market direction. Firms 

should strive to beat the competition by using creativity and higher-value goods. Strategy is not simply a 

race to the bottom. A firm that competes only on price and low costs may be successful in the short 

term, but it will likely ultimately lose out to other, cheaper producers. As best practices are assimilated 

throughout the industry, places with lower wage costs—typically less developed countries—can produce 

the good for less. This has important implications for the manufacturing industry since China and other 

developing countries are aggressively entering new industries and begin to move into increasingly value-

added products. American firms must compete based upon their regional proximity through innovation 

and strategies that allow them to benefit from cluster externalities.  

 

Importantly, Porter cites appropriate government involvement as key to many successful clusters. 

Government at various levels is largely responsible for workforce education, infrastructure construction, 
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and opening export markets. Regulations and general research and development—if they anticipate 

future market movement—can create the needed incentives for innovation. 

APPENDIX IV: REGIONAL DEMOGRAPHICS 

Table 1: Regional Population Change, 2000 - 2008 

 

 2000 2008 Change % 

Minnesota 4,919,479  5,220,393  300,914  6% 

County     

Becker   30,000   32,000  2,000  7% 

Clay   51,229   55,767  4,538  9% 

Douglas   32,821   36,258  3,437  10% 

Grant   6,289   6,005  (284) -5% 

Otter Tail   57,159   56,786  (373) -1% 

Pope   11,236   11,030  (206) -2% 

Stevens   10,053   9,661  (392) -4% 

Traverse   4,134   3,660  (474) -11% 

Wilkin   7,138   6,286  (852) -12% 

Region  210,059   217,453  7,394  4% 

 

Table 2: Regional Education Attainment (25 years and over), Percent (%) 

 

County No HS Dip. 

High 

School 

Some 

College Associates Bachelors Graduate 

Becker 10.1 32.7 22.9 12.2 15.8 6.4 

Clay 8.1 27.7 21.0 10.6 24.2 8.4 

Douglas 9.6 31.1 25.6 13.7 13.7 6.3 

Grant* 16.5 35.4 24.3 8.2 12.6 3.1 

Otter Tail 18.6 33.2 22.5 8.5 12.2 5.0 

Pope* 18.2 33.5 24.5 9.1 10.7 4.0 

Stevens* 15.6 34.1 21.3 8.4 14.6 6.0 

Traverse* 17.8 39.6 23.2 8.7 9.0 1.7 

Wilkin* 15.5 32.5 23.5 14.4 11.2 2.8 

Region 13.0 31.7 22.9 10.7 15.7 6.0 
       

Minnesota 8.9 28.2 22.3 9.6 21.2 9.9 

USA 15.5 29.6 20.1 7.4 17.3 10.1 

 

Source: US Census Bureau, American Community Survey: 2006-2008 Estimates 

* Data are from 2000 Census 
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APPENDIX V: EDUCATION & TRAINING 

 

COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES 

University of Minnesota, Morris 

� Agriculture research station and expertise supports businesses through non-proprietary 

research and training; renewable energy 

� Pre-engineering program to transfer to Twin Cities Institute of Technology after 2 or 3 years 

 

Concordia College (Moorhead) 

 

North Dakota State University 

� Programs in Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 

Engineering and Applied Mechanics. 

� “Best value in Midwest.” 

 

St. Cloud State University 

� Manufacturing engineering, mechanical engineering, industrial management 

 

COMMUNITY, TECHNICAL, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

Alexandria Technical College 

Programs: Manufacturing, Construction, and Industrial Technology 

� Sub categories include: Carpentry, Concrete Mason, Construction Site Supervisor, Fluid Power 

Technology, Industrial Technology AS, Machine Assembly Specialist, Machine Tool Technology, 

Mechanical Drafting, Design & Engineering Technology, Mechatronics, Welding Technology 

� Center for Applied Mechatronics 

o Trains students for advanced fields of manufacturing automation and motion control.  

o "Dual strength" in fluid power mechanics and motion control technology.  

� Customized Training Center: See Training Providers 

 

Minnesota State Community and Technical College 

Minnesota State Community and Technical College serves more than 6,500 students in credit courses 

each semester through more than 120 career and liberal arts programs at its four campuses located in 

Detroit Lakes, Fergus Falls, Moorhead, Wadena, and online. 

� Detroit Lakes: focus on business and entrepreneurship, particularly with engines; business 

incubator in operation 

� Wadena: classic technical trade school 

 

North Dakota State College of Science 

Located in Wahpeton, ND, across the border from Breckenridge 

� Introductory studies in science, technology, and general education. 

� Machinist and Toolmaker curriculums designed to provide students experience in machining as 

it pertains to precision metal working, tool making and mold making. Provides education and 

training in CNC programming, CNC set-up and operation, production machining, mold making, 

die making, tool making, automated manufacturing, human relations, communications and 

other aspects of general education. 
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Central Lakes College 

� Brainerd: Welding & Fabrication AAS/Diploma, Engineering AS 

� Staples: Machine Tool Technology AAS/Diploma, Manufacturing Maintenance Technician, 

Manufacturing Welding Technician, Mechanical Drafting & Design AAS/Diploma, 

Robotics/Automated Systems Technology AAS/Diploma 

 

TRAINING PROVIDERS 

Enterprise Minnesota 

� Non-profit business consulting organization that helps small and medium-sized Minnesota: 

manufacturing, educational, and government entities.  

� Fee-for-services 501(c)(3) non-profit and one of 59 affiliate organizations connected to a 

national network of Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) organizations.  

 

Customized Training Center 

Department of Alexandria Technical College which receives funding from government grants as well as 

client fees. 

� Contracts for training with local, regional, and national businesses (contract training) as well as 

gives access to skills development to the community on an individual basis (open enrollment). 

These individuals are usually already in the manufacturing business and are seeking to make 

themselves more marketable and keep up with trends. 

� Network with other Colleges and Universities to share training services so they are able to 

develop their strengths—automation and motion control. 

� Bridge the gap between the knowledge and skills of recent graduates and the expectations of 

business owners. 

 

Other Training Providers 

� Competitive Advantage 
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APPENDIX VI: STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS 

 

A stakeholder analysis is used to identify the actors with the potential to influence and change strategy 

(power), and examines what role the actors have in participating in the activity (interest). The Power 

versus Interest Grid is used to identify the main and supporting actors and the types of formal and 

informal interaction between the varying stakeholders. The grid identifies four players: Advocates or 

Subjects, the Crowd, the Players, and the Context Setters based upon their interest in the subject and 

their level of power in the subject.  

 

This production technology cluster stakeholder analysis can be utilized as a tool for examining the power 

and interest of the various stakeholders in collaborating to form a new, or expanding upon an existing, 

institute for collaboration. Examining the interest in creating a new IFC is a critical first step when 

bringing the stakeholders to the table to evaluate the opportunity for success for the IFC.  Individual 

organizations are located within the four quadrants. Note that the groups “Business Community” is 

listed in each quadrant. During the interview process, we heard differing attitudes regarding 

collaboration. Several companies thought very highly of increased collaboration, while others found 

little need for more collaboration. To accommodate the diverse opinions, companies can be grouped 

together depending on the support level for a new IFC.  

 

Figure 1: Stakeholder Analysis Matrix 
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Interest 

 

 

Low 

                            

       Low   Power    High 

 

 

 

Advocates or Subjects 

 

High Interest, Low Power 

Players 

 

High Interest, High Power 

 

Crowd 

 

Low Interest, Low Power 

Context-Setters 

 

Low Interest, High Power 
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Figure 2: West Central Minnesota Production Technology Stakeholder Matrix 

 

High Interest/Low Power     High Interest/High Power 
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                Business Community 
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                          Chamber of Commerce 
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                               Business Community 
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                            Tri-State Manufacturers 

 

  

 

U of MN-Morris 

                     Business Community 

 

            M-State 

                      Business Community 

County Commissioners/City Councils 

 

Low Interest/Low Power      Low Interest/High Power 

 

 

High Interest/High Power 

Firms in the High Interest/High Power category see the value in a new IFC as being important for the 

continued cluster success. These organizations generally have available resources and power to back up 

the high level of interest in the cluster.  

� West Central Initiative: The WCI is a convener of area economic development leaders to 

exchange information between counties and with the private sector, including local banking 

firms. WCI itself provides gap and start up financing through a regional loan pool.  

� Alexandria Technical College: Alexandria Technical school has two programs, The Center for 

Applied Mechatronics and the Customized Training Center, which are designed to create 

technical workers with the skill needed to go immediately into the manufacturing industry. Their 

training affect is more largely centered around Alexandria.  

� Business Community: Business in this category is interested in an IFC, and has resources, to 

contribute to a new IFC’s success.  Firms are able to see the benefits of collaboration.  

� Tri State Manufactures Association: Tri State has in interest in seeing manufactures success and 

growth. Tri State also has important connections currently to industry and a database of its 

members.  
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High Interest/Low Power 

Firms in this category have a high interest in seeing a regional IFC succeed but have lesser amounts of 

power/resources. These organizations generally play a role in providing some type of service for the 

cluster through training, convening stakeholders, and consulting amongst other things.  

� MN DEED: DEED is the state of Minnesota’s primary economic growth agency with the 

responsibility for creating, retaining, and enlarging the work force by generating community 

growth.  

� Fergus Falls Economic Improvement Commission, Alexandria Area Economic Development 

Commission, and other Economic Development Commissions: The local EDCs have a high interest 

in seeing strong economic growth. They play the role of conveners in the region, ensuring that 

interested stakeholders are aware of the others and ideally starting conversations about 

workforce development and community growth.  An IFC would help to start larger conservations 

about economic growth.  

� Chamber of Commerce: Local Chambers of Commerce provides advocates on behalf of business 

on a local and state level.  As a proponent of business interests, the local Chambers would be 

interested in promoting business’s interest in an IFC.  

� Enterprise MN: Enterprise MN provides important services for the local manufacturing firms. 

Enterprise provides training for industry, acts as consultants, and provides general advice. 

Enterprise has strong relations with many in the industry and stands to gain from a strong IFC. 

� Workforce Investment Board: The WIB has an interest in seeing an IFC formed to bring together 

the participants in the production technology cluster.  

� Business Community: These firms tend to be smaller and supply the production technology 

cluster. They might not have the large resources to add to an IFC, but would benefit immensely 

from production technology growth.  

 

Low Interest/High Power 

Firms in this category typically have little interest see an IFC as necessary. These firms do have a large 

amount of resources upon which they can call if they do choose to raise their level of interest.  

� Minnesota State University: Minnesota State is located in the low interest category when 

benchmarked against Alexandria Technical College. M State has not been as innovative and 

responsive to the changing demands of new industry. Its four campuses do, however, have 

several technical programs, which it can build upon, and also a liberal arts program, which can 

be seen as a potential for management, advertisement, and other service occupations for the 

cluster.   
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� City Councils/Country Commissioners: The local elected officials have an interest in local 

development. Most have not looked at incorporating a larger, regional scale. The officials do 

have a certain amount of power should they choose to wield it. 

� Business Community: The business community in this quadrant may feel they are successful 

without an IFC, reducing the need for it. They may also feel frightened by the encouragement of 

sharing resources and knowledge with its competitors.  

 

Low Interest/Low Power 

Firms in this category have neither an interest nor the power to affect change. They are happy with the 

status quo or have no interest in the cluster. They have little power or necessary resources to change. 

Organizations in this category will not be excited for a new IFC.  

� University of Minnesota-Morris: The Morris campus has little impact on the local production 

technology cluster. The school provides a liberal arts degree with little technical training.   

� Business Community:  Business firms in this category are removed from the cluster or feel they 

have no investment in the production technology cluster. They have little power, most likely 

related to their size, to create a new IFC. 

 


